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THE GRIPPING AND ACTION-PACKED STORY OF THE BOY WHO NEVER GAVE UP! He is that exceptional teenager who returned to
play an innings the day his dad passed away. He is the chubby rookie who now sets fitness goals. He is the fiery batsman and nimble fielder
who always wants to win. Virat Kohli’s determination to overcome his drawbacks and shine his skills has him well on his way to becoming an
all-time great in cricket. From gully cricket and junior teams to the Ranji and national squads, Virat has had more than his share of hurdles.
But pressure is his middle name – and he has made performing under the toughest conditions an art with his fine strokes, his electric feet and
his ginormous hunger for runs. That’s why the dashing King Kohli – captain of Team India across all formats of the game – holds many
records and prestigious awards. Virat looks unstoppable in the lead-up to the top, and his tremendously inspiring story is told vividly in this
book. Peppered with anecdotes and stories from his coaches, teammates and other insiders from the cricketing world, this is one life story
that is a must-read for everyone who, like Virat, prizes both guts and glory.
From being Champion of Champions to one of the world's top cricket commentators to Team India's head coach, Ravi Shastri has an
incomparable perspective when it comes to the game of cricket. In Stargazing: The Players in My Life, the legendary all-rounder looks back at
the extraordinary talent he has encountered over the years. Who is the former Indian captain who didn't do full justice to his talent? Or that
bruising bowler who went on to become a best friend? What was the most important lesson the legendary Clive Llyod taught him? How does
Shastri set aside his personal bond with Virat Kohli in his role as coach? Full of never-before-revealed anecdotes, Stargazing, co-written with
Ayaz Memon and featuring illustrations by Shiva Rao, offers a glimpse into how champions from across the globe have inspired one of the
world's greatest ODI players and Team India's most successful Test cricket coach.
At the Under-19 level, Yuvraj Singh was touted as the most gifted Indian cricketer since Sachin Tendulkar. Yuvraj had flair, power and a
dazzling range of strokes that had critics and fans heaping encomiums on him. While he may not have quite lived up to early expectations,
especially in Test cricket, Yuvraj has been brilliantly devastating in limited overs cricket, winning countless matches on his own. But, there is
more to the Yuvraj story than just his exploits on the pitch. There has been no more stirring saga in modern Indian sport than his comeback to
international cricket after a year-long fight with cancer that had threatened to finish his career prematurely. His six sixes in one over, off Stuart
Broad in the 2007 T20 World Championship, is testimony to Yuvraj’s innate batting prowess, though this comes with a vexing poser – just
why could he not replicate such form in Tests too? Perhaps, considering his new vigour, that time is now. Ayaz Memon, one of India’s most
prolific journalists, brings with him 33 years of experience in sports writing. He started his career covering sports and went on to edit
newspapers like Mid-Day, Bombay Times and DNA as well as magazines like Sportsweek. Ayaz was also sports editor for the Times of India
and the Independent at various stages. He is currently consulting editor with NewsX. C. Rajshekhar Rao is a sports writer with the
international news agency, The Associated Press. He has in the past written for prominent Indian newspapers like The Hindu, The Indian
Express and Daily News and Analysis.
India has produced many great batsmen over the years in all forms of cricket.From the days of Poli Umrigar and Vijay Merchant to the era of
Gavaskar & Vensarkar, India always had a strong batting lineup. Then came the golden era of the "Fab Four" viz. Tendulkar, Dravid, Ganguly
and Laxman.In between, India had the likes of Mohammad Azharuddin, who was a treat to watch. Then came the likes of Sehwag, Yuvraj,
Dhoni and Kohli, to carry forward the legacy.Of all those great batsmen, to choose the top five players is a very difficult job. Here is my list of
India's Top five batsmen of all time.Cricket biographyTop 5 Indian batsmanVirat KohliSachin TendulkarDhoniCricket booksIndian cricket
players
He always insists on working hard everyday no matter how much close you are to the target .He never procastinates which is the most
common reason why many people fail today, not only cricketors.Whenever Virat Kohli steps in the field, every innings is a new opportunity to
him, no matter how many runs he has scored in the previous inning.Determination and hard work have played a crucial factor in making Virat
Kohli the best batsman in all the three formats of cricket. This book tells about his greatness as a cricketer.That's why Victorious Virat Kohli is
always called as Kohinoor of India . Yes we have a Kohlinoor in India.
It is a fictional love story based on events of 2019 WC. It's about how the game of cricket changed the life of a die hard fan of Virat kohli. A
boy believes in cricket and a girl believes in destiny, which is powerful in keeping them together
'AB has become the most valuable cricketer on the planet' Adam Gilchrist AB de Villiers is one of the finest batsmen ever to play cricket, and
yet his achievement extends beyond his outrageous armoury of drives, pulls, paddles, scoops and flicks. Whether he is delighting home
crowds at the Wanderers or Newlands or setting new records in Bengaluru or Sydney, he plays the game in a whole-hearted manner that
projects a positive image of his country around the world, and also makes millions of South Africans feel good about themselves. This is AB's
story, in his own words. The story of the youngest of three talented, sports-mad brothers growing up in Warmbaths, of a boy who excelled at
tennis, rugby and cricket, of a youngster who made his international debut at the age of twenty and was then selected in every single test
played by South Africa for the next eleven seasons, of a batsman who has started to redefine the art, being ranked among the world's very
best in test, ODI and T20. Through all the pyrotechnics and consistency, AB has remained a true sportsman - quick to deflect praise, swift to
praise opponents, eager to work hard, to embrace the team's next challenge and to relish what he still regards as the huge privilege of
representing his country. This is the story of a modern sporting phenomenon.
The Life & Times of Virat Kohli is about one of the most extraordinary cricketers of the Indian team whose skill is to turn negatives to
positives. He tactfully transforms his aggressive and determined focus into achieving his targets. He represents tomorrow’s captain of the
Indian team and also the youth of the country who can transform the nation. It narrates Kohli’s Life and story since he had been the captain
of Under 19 and won the World Cup and his subsequent welcome to the Indian cricket team. He can never be forgotten for the significant role
he played in World Cup of 2011 and his strong and captive fielding ability elevates this young man far above the imaginations of the common
spectators and cricket lovers of all time.

The greatest run-scorer in the history of cricket, Sachin Tendulkar retired in 2013 after an astonishing 24 years at the top.
The most celebrated Indian cricketer of all time, he received the Bharat Ratna Award - India's highest civilian honour - on
the day of his retirement. Now Sachin Tendulkar tells his own remarkable story - from his first Test cap at the age of 16 to
his 100th international century and the emotional final farewell that brought his country to a standstill. When a boisterous
Mumbai youngster's excess energies were channelled into cricket, the result was record-breaking schoolboy batting
exploits that launched the career of a cricketing phenomenon. Before long Sachin Tendulkar was the cornerstone of
India's batting line-up, his every move watched by a cricket-mad nation's devoted followers. Never has a cricketer been
burdened with so many expectations; never has a cricketer performed at such a high level for so long and with such style
- scoring more runs and making more centuries than any other player, in both Tests and one-day games. And perhaps
only one cricketer could have brought together a shocked nation by defiantly scoring a Test century shortly after terrorist
attacks rocked Mumbai. His many achievements with India include winning the World Cup and topping the world Test
rankings. Yet he has also known his fair share of frustration and failure - from injuries and early World Cup exits to
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stinging criticism from the press, especially during his unhappy tenure as captain. Despite his celebrity status, Sachin
Tendulkar has always remained a very private man, devoted to his family and his country. Now, for the first time, he
provides a fascinating insight into his personal life and gives a frank and revealing account of a sporting life like no other.
Virat Kohli scored only 10, 12 and 19 runs in his debut domestic, ODI and Test matches, respectively. Today, he is hailed
as one of the greatest batsmen in the world. But how did this transformation come about? If we focus on Virat, the
cricketer and the man, we will find some extraordinary traits-his leadership skills, the ability to keep his cool under
pressure, a fearless attitude and a desire to win every game-that have shaped him as he is today. Off the field too, his
maturity in handling the media and business acumen testify to his excellent leadership and man-management skills.
There is little doubt that Virat's success is not a matter of luck alone but of relentless hard work and a dedicated goal to
succeed. As a young professional or student there is a lot to learn from Virat's achievement. Winning like Virat: Think &
Succeed like Kohli attempts to understand the secrets of his phenomenal success and tells the reader how best to
emulate these in life.
The Wisden Book of Test Cricket, first published in 1979, is well established as an invaluable and unique source of
reference essential to any cricket library. This new volume includes full coverage of every Test match from late 2014 to
the end of the 2019 season in England. Each Test match features Wisden's own scorecard, a detailed match report,
details of debutants, close of play scores, umpires and referees, with number of appearances, and Man of the Match
winners. Also included is a complete individual Test Career Records section and player index. Edited by Steven Lynch,
this new volume brings collectors' libraries up to date, ensuring they have a complete and accurate record - essential for
any truly self-respecting cricket enthusiast.
Every cricket fan out there is familiar with the name of Virat Kohli, and what a delight he is to watch when he is batting.
But not many know about how he became the person and the cricketer he is today, how he strived to be the best,
survived through hardships, and never lost hope even after the loss of his loved ones and the people who believed in
him.This book tells the story of a chubby but determined boy who entered the WDCA at the age of 9 years, and after
almost 20 years, became the legend 'Virat Kohli' who is known for his physical and mental fitness and doesn't lose hope
no matter how bad the situation is.Like someone said, "When Kohli comes on to bat, the whole world watches.". But how
did he become the cricket great? How did he overcome the problems he faced and how he remained so focused and
kept on striving for greatness no matter what? This is the story of the person who is perceived to be quite aggressive on
the field, but only a few might know that he was so shy that he couldn't raise his voice even on his teammates during his
childhood days.The person who led his team to the U-19 World Cup trophy, and won it all with the national side, that's
Virat Kohli for you, the best in the world.
Virat Kohli, a resplendent star of Indian cricket, was born on 5 November, 1988 to Prem and Saroj Kohli.
Virat Kohli has millions of fans and this is a story of just one of them. This book captures my journey till now on being a
big fan of Virat Kohli and reasons why I strongly advocate cricket. To achieve your Dreams, you need to be passionate
enough and have the self-belief that nothing is impossible. I can proudly proclaim that Virat Kohli is my idol and I derive
immense positivity on following him and being his 'Fan'. He has always inspired me to work hard enough to achieve my
goals. I dedicate this book to Virat Kohli for showing me and today's youth the right direction and changing my life
tremendously...You will read about, how motivation plays an immense role in our daily life.This is a must-read for each
Cricket fan, Virat Kohli fans and people who are dedicated towards their dreams.
Former Gloucestershire Media Sports Writer of the Year Rob Harris has been playing village cricket for almost 40 years.
In inner cities some kids join street gangs in search of respect, but in Rob's childhood the gangs were village cricket
clubs and the weapon of choice was a Gunn & Moore bat. Won't You Dance for Virat Kohli? is an honest, funny and
colourful account of sporting obsession and how a childhood passion for cricket can dominate grown-up thoughts,
dreams, relationships - and weekends. This is the story of one humble club cricketer's misguided search for personal
respect and fulfilment in the strangest of places, foregoing holidays and family time to spend long summer days lounging
around village greens with other screwed-up 'weekend warriors', whilst secretly wishing he was somewhere - anywhere else. It is a book that will resonate with anyone who knows and loves grass-roots cricket.
The fifth edition of Wisden India Almanack has essays from the best writers, and those from other fields who are
passionate about the sport, like the CEO of Microsoft, Satya Nadella. The coverage of domestic cricket is both extensive
and original. The Almanack is actually four books in one: a volume of essays, a book of records, an annual of matches
played, and a miscellany of unusual occurrences, all of which make for a great read. It is a treat for the cricket fanatic,
and for those interested in fine writing and intriguing stories.
A biography of the first black South African president, who spent twenty-seven years in jail for his political beliefs, discusses the struggle to
end apartheid, his country's former system of racial segregation and oppression.
A memoir like no other, from a cricketing expert known for speaking his mind This book is about me, my cricket career, my life. My strengths
and weaknesses, my successes and failures. Every individual lives a uniquely different life. Life stories are always interesting. No one leads
an uneventful life. Having been a sportsman, I also want young, aspiring sportsmen to learn from my career. Like a father once said to his
son: 'I made twenty mistakes in my life, you'll make twenty new ones.' In Imperfect, Sanjay Manjrekar uses his famous analytical powers to
look back on his own career as a cricketer. His photographic memory takes the reader along on his journey from the dusty maidans of
Mumbai to the world stage as the combative batsman faces up to the fearsome West Indian and Pakistani pace attacks. In his precise
plainspeak, Sanjay reflects on his father Vijay Manjrekar and the effects of his personality on his game. He comments on the complex
equations with the India greats with whom he shared the dressing room, and on the lessons learnt from his opponents. He also reveals his
own excruciating obsession with batting technique, the quest for perfection, and the battle to shake off his mental shackles. Imperfect sets a
new standard for cricket writing in India, with significant life lessons even for those who aren't cricket fans.
Virat Kohli's Biography
A sporting classic and a manual for livingSourav Ganguly life has been full of highs and lows.Arguably India greatest cricket captain, he gave
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confidence to the team,reenergized them and took India,for the first time, to spectacular overseas victories.But Ganguly story also came with
great challenges from his early days where he had to wait four long years beforebeing included in the team to the ugly battle with the
Australian coach Greg Chappell. He fought his way out of every corner and climbed back up from every defeat, becoming India ultimate
comeback king. What does it take to perform when the pressure is skyhigh? How do you fight back and win? How do you make a name for
yourself when you are young and have started the journey which is closest to your heart? As Sourav takes you through his life, he looks at
how to overcome challenges and come out a winner. Time and time again.
In many ways, Kohli epitomizes the New Age Indian — aggressive, sometimes brash, but also a go-getter with great clarity about what he
wants. After making his mark at the junior level, when he led the Under-19 team to victory in the World Cup, Virat Kohli graduated into the
senior ranks quite seamlessly and is now considered a pivotal player in the Indian team. He played a significant role in the 2011 World Cup
triumph and has since matured into a consistent match-winner in limited overs cricket and a highly reliable batsman in the longer version of
the game. His brilliant fielding enhances manifold his value to the team. Rated among the best young players in the world today, Kohli’s
filmstar looks and dashing approach on the field make him hugely popular with both fans and brands. Not quite 25, he is sound on tactics,
strong on fellow-player management and is already seen as the future captain of India. Ayaz Memon, one of India’s most prolific journalists,
brings with him 33 years of experience in sports writing. He started his career covering sports and went on to edit newspapers like Mid-Day,
Bombay Times and DNA as well as magazines like Sportsweek. Ayaz was also sports editor for the Times of India and the Independent at
various stages. He is currently consulting editor with NewsX. C. Rajshekhar Rao is a sports writer with the international news agency, The
Associated Press. He has in the past written for prominent Indian newspapers like The Hindu, The Indian Express and Daily News and
Analysis.
What stops you performing at your best? Your ego. Your ego is your natural defence system, triggered when strong emotions such as anxiety
and fear sweep through you. When you're doing something important - preparing for an exam, taking a driving test, speaking in public,
making a business presentation, or striving to improve your performance in sport - your ego is sure to interfere. By enabling you to
understand your underlying motivations and anxieties, DETOX YOUR EGO helps you improve the way you go about achieving those goals.
DETOX YOUR EGO takes you on a journey of self-discovery, a process that enables youto master your own ego in order to increase your
health, happiness and purpose. Psychologist Steven Sylvester's inspiring and ground-breaking approach focuses on a brand new approach
to winning. In DETOX YOUR EGO, Sylvester shares for the very first time the seven easy steps to be freer, happier and more successful in
your life. DETOX YOUR EGO liberates you to be the best that you can be.
In this kids biography, discover the inspiring story of Nelson Mandela, who became the first black president of South Africa after spending 27
years in prison. In 1964, Nelson Mandela was sentenced to a lifetime in jail. His crime? Attempting to overthrow a government that openly
discriminated against its black citizens. After spending 27 years behind bars, Mandela was released, allowing him to continue his struggle for
equality in South Africa-and to become the country's first black president. In this biography book for kids ages 8-11, learn all about Mandela's
incredible life, his fight against apartheid, and how he helped bring peace to his nation.
This is a short, different, interesting & excited book for virat kohli fans, including me. This is an auto-update book, which will be updated from
time to time. You can find lots of images in this book as well. This book is not auto-biography type, history, figures, scorecards, or rankings.
You can find that all in Wikipedia, Google, or the official ICC website. This book is for the fans of Virat Kohli & RCB as well. I've written what
I've seen & felt during matches in my own words, & will also continue to update from time to time. Thanks for your interest & being a fan of
the greatest player.

What makes Virat Kohli the undisputed monarch of the cricket world today is not his iconic status in the sports hierarchy
but that the highest praise comes from the opposition camp and past greats. However, his family didn't always have it
good. No stranger to loss, Kohli's biggest support both on and off the field – his father, succumbed to a cerebral stroke
when he was very young. In a fitting tribute that would've made his old man proud, Kohli returned to continue an innings
just a few hours after his father passed away. 'He was the one who drove me to practice every day,' the captain of the
Indian Test team recalls with characteristic humility and grace. Widely travelled sports journalist Vijay Lokapally goes on
to recount happier times on the journey of Virat's rapid rise to international stardom, an account punctuated with littleknown stories by his fellow players, coaches and intimates. At 27, he has already been the recipient of countless
accolades including the Arjuna Award, the title of BCCI's 'international cricketer of the Year' as well as the ICC's 'ODI
Player of the Year', but for Kohli it's not about the money or the fame, or the roar of the crowds or the flattering attention
from women of all ages. Few know of his altruistic nature and his dedication to numerous charities for under-privileged
children. What has not escaped the public eye though, is how this wizard of the willow wears his heavy mantle with such
insouciant ease.
From his cricket debuts in 2007 and 2013 respectively, Rohit Gurunath Sharma has grown to be one of the vital pillars of
the Indian cricket team. A modern-day entertainer who refused to compromise his approach to batting, his contribution to
India's domination in one-day cricket and victories in the Premier League is indisputable. This is the story of his journey,
of the years of hard work and the confidence that has allowed him to keep his place in the team--and his amazing
capacity to come up with big scores. His combination of aggression and caution, his lazy elegance and his deadly shots
have brought a whiff of fresh air to the cricket field. The Hitman is the riveting account of a batsman, who has always
chosen to play on his own terms, from two of India's best-known cricket writers, Vijay Lokapally and G. Krishnan.
In August 2012, at the Tony Ireland stadium in Townsville, Australia, a star was born. Unmukt Chand led the India U-19
team to its first World Cup win outside Asia, leading them there with a stellar performance of his own. Now on the cusp of
finding a place in the national team, Unmukt stands as a beacon for the future of Indian cricket. In this book Unmukt
describes, in his own words, his journey up until this point, and how he came to represent his country—as captain no
less—and brought home this prestigious trophy. Inspirational, revelatory and intensely engaging, The Sky is the Limit is
the story of how one young man’s determination to work hard and take every chance he got made his dream come true.
"Self-belief and hard work will always earn you success." - Virat Kohli Do you want to know why VIRAT KOHLI is
considered to be one of the most extraordinary cricketers of today? In Virat Kohli: 7 Life Changing Lessons, we look at
both Kohli's personal life and his much-celebrated life on the cricket field to better understand how he became one of the
best cricketers in modern history. Personal Information You've Never Known Before This book explains Kohli's roots and
how it shaped his career later in life. His journey wasn't seamless and he encountered many roadblocks along the way.
Today, he is consistently ranked among the world's best cricketers. A Cricketing Career in Detail From his beginnings as
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a young boy and his passion for cricket to his professional career and as captain of the Indian Cricket team, this book
explains Kohli's journey towards success. You will learn the most significant skills and qualities that made him one of the
most extraordinary cricketers of today. Here's what else you can learn from this book: * Kohli's early life and family history
* His ambitions and his efforts to achieve them * His major sacrifice for cricket * Kohli's path to becoming part of the
national cricket team * His lifelong friends and partners * How he continues to maintain his success * Life Changing
Lessons from Kohli's life * And many more! Buy Now and Get Inspired by the Story of Virat Kohli!
Discover the inspiring story of Queen Elizabeth II, the longest-reigning monarch in British history, in this fascinating kids'
biography. At just 25 years of age, Princess Elizabeth succeeded King George VI to the British throne. This compelling
ebook looks at Elizabeth's life as both a public and private figure. It traces her early years as a princess, her experiences
in the women's army during World War II, her coronation, and her life as queen both at home and in the public eye. The
ebook looks at Elizabeth's marriage to Prince Philip, her husband of more than 70 years, and her life as a mother to her
four children, including her eldest son Prince Charles, the heir to the throne. In this biography ebook for kids ages 8-11,
learn how Elizabeth has worked alongside 13 British prime ministers, met leaders from around the world, and has
remained a stable presence as head of the British royal family. This new kids' biography series from DK goes beyond the
basic facts to tell the true life stories of history's most interesting and inspiring people. Full-color photographs and handdrawn illustrations complement age-appropriate, narrative text to create an engaging book children will enjoy reading.
Definition boxes, information sidebars, inspiring quotes, and other nonfiction text features add depth, and a handy
reference section at the back makes DK Life Stories the one biography series everyone will want to collect.
Amongst the multitude of tombs in the City of the Dead in Cairo, there lies buried a lone Indian — a scholar, writer,
debonair statesman and a leader of the freedom movement. Who is he? How did he get there? For a man who used both
the lectern and the pen to devastating effect during the Indian Independence movement led by the likes of Gandhi and
Nehru, little is known of Syud Hossain. Born to an aristocratic family in Calcutta, he forayed into journalism early in life
and became the editor of Motilal Nehru’s nationalist newspaper, The Independent. After a brief elopement with Motilal’s
daughter, Sarup (aka Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit), Hossain, under immense pressure from Nehru and Gandhi, annulled the
marriage and stayed away from the country. Thus began several years of exile. Eventually, he landed in the United
States. Flitting from one place to another, making homes of hotel rooms, he imparted Gandhi’s message across the
country. He fought for India’s cause from afar, garnering support in the United States and decrying British oppression.
Syud Hossain inspired and irked in equal measure; with every speech he delivered and every editorial he penned, he
sent a shiver down the spine of the colonial ruler. In addition, Hossain took on the fight for Indian immigrant rights in the
United States, one that successfully culminated in President Truman signing the Luce-Celler Bill into an Act in 1946.
Hossain returned to India to witness the triumph of her independence as well as the tragedy of Gandhi’s assassination.
Thereafter appointed India’s first ambassador to Egypt, he died while in service and was laid to rest in Cairo. A Forgotten
Ambassador in Cairo offers an illuminating narrative of Hossain’s life interspersed with historical details that landscapes
a vivid political picture of that era. Through primary sources that include Hossain’s private papers, British Intelligence
files, and contemporary correspondence and newspapers, N.S. Vinodh brilliantly brings to life a man who has been
relegated far too long to the shadows of time.
‘That day I cried like a baby not because I feared what cancer would do but because I didn’t want the disease. I wanted
my life to be normal, which it could not be.’ For the first time Yuvraj Singh tells the real story behind the 2011 World Cup
when on-the-field triumph hid his increasingly puzzling health problems and worrying illnesses. In his debut book The test
of my life, he reveals how—plagued with insomnia, coughing fits that left him vomiting blood, and an inability to eat—he
made a deal with God. On the night before the 2011 ICC Cricket World Cup final, Yuvraj prayed for the World Cup in
return for anything God wanted. In this book, he lays bare his fears, doubts, and the lows he experienced during
chemotherapy—when he lost his energy, his appetite, and his hair—and his battle to find the will to survive. Poignant,
personal, and moving—The test of my life—is about cancer and cricket; but more importantly, it is about the human will to
fight adversity and triumph despite all odds.
Virat Kohli is an Indian international cricketer who currently captains the Indian team in Test cricket and is its vice-captain
in limited-overs formats.
Indian cricket was traditionally known for its spin bowling. All that changed with the advent of the magnificent Kapil Dev in 1978.
The floodgates really opened in the new millennium with Javagal Srinath, Zaheer Khan and Irfan Pathan leading a revolution that
today sees India's pace attack as among the best in the world. But how many know that from the late 19th century right till the
1940s it was fast bowlers that shaped the early years of Indian cricket? From Pavri and Bulsara to Nissar and Amar Singh,
batsmen from around the world found Indian pace bowling too hot to handle.
Virat Kohli was born 5 November 1988) is an Indian cricketer and the current captain of the India national team. A right-handed toporder batsman, Kohli is regarded as one of the best contemporary batsmen in the world.[3] He plays for Delhi in domestic cricket
and for Royal Challengers Bangalore in the Indian Premier League (IPL) as captain of the franchise since 2013.
The stage is set! The ICC Cricket World Cup-the tournament and trophy which every international player hopes to win and which
cricket fans dream their country to hold one day-is here. With all the ten nations having named their squads, this book bursts with
information about everything you need to know about our Boys in Blue, who are most likely to light up the tournament with their
skill and talent. As the teams prepare to join the hosts, England and Wales, for cricket's biggest bash and to loosen the grip of the
defending champion, Australia, on the coveted trophy, veteran sports journalist Vijay Lokapally gives us a peek into India's squad
with a twist. In a first of its kind, celebrated former cricketers Kapil Dev, Madan Lal, Sandeep Patil, K Srikkanth, Yashpal Sharma,
Kirti Azad, Balvinder Sandhu, among the players who beat the then invincible West Indies in 1983 to win the Prudential World Cup
at Lord's, speak about their counterparts in the current Indian line-up. Views and commentaries from L Sivaramakrishnan,
Venkatapathy Raju, Kiran More, Robin Singh, Venkatesh Prasad, Manoj Prabhakar, Nayan Mongia and Piyush Chawla, all former
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World Cup stars, make this a unique and valuable narrative.
Examines the history of cricket in India, discussing the creation of the Twenty20 cricket league and the corruption and scandal that
followed.
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